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Let’s chat.



Empathy is the capacity to understand 
or feel what another person is 
experiencing from within their frame of 
reference, i.e., the capacity to place 
oneself in another's position.



Why talk about 
empathy?



How are developers 
treated?



“Resource”



Developers are people, not resources.



 
“Just like me”



● This person has beliefs, perspectives, and opinions, just 
like me.

● This person has hopes, anxieties, and vulnerabilities, just 
like me.

● This person has friends, family, and perhaps children who 
love them, just like me.

● This person wants to feel respected, appreciated, and 
competent, just like me.

● This person wishes for peace, joy, and happiness, just like 
me.



 
Psychological Safety





 
Developer Burnout



What causes developer burnout?
Crunch Culture

Side projects

Open source

Meetups/ Events

#100DaysofCode

A new framework every week?!



Empathy in 
Recruitment



Recruitment
What us your recruitment process?

● Trails with the team.
● Tech tests.
● Whiteboard tests.
● Job ads.
● Applicant backgrounds.



How do developers treat 
each other?



Empathy in 
Language we use



“Easy”



“Just”



“Oh, you use *that* 
framework?”



“Real developers use 
X,Y,Z”



“He, him”



“Guys”



“Guys”
“developers”“pals”

“y’all” “team”

“folks” “people”



@sailorhg



Emotion != Weakness



Empathy in

Diversity & Inclusion



“Diversity Is Being Invited to 
the Party; Inclusion Is Being 
Asked to Dance”

- Vernã Myers



Inclusion & Empathy
● Realising advantages you have.
● Listen to the stories of others. 
● Consider challenges others face.
● Appreciate their experience may be different to yours.
● Believe them.
● Make changes that will make environments more 

inclusive.



Diversity & Inclusion 
!=

“Lowering the bar”



A Self Assessment: Challenges vs Advantages.

Gender

Race

Educational background

Social background

Religion

Age

LGBTQ+

Family Commitments

Disabilities

Cultural Differences



Not everyone has the 
same background… 

and that’s good!



Inclusion & Empathy
● Realising advantages you have.
● Listen to the stories of others. 
● Consider challenges others face.
● Appreciate their experience may be different to yours.
● Believe them.
● Make changes that will make environments more 

inclusive.



Why Care?



“Those in the top quartile for 
ethnic and racial diversity in 
management were 35% more 
likely to have financial returns 
above their industry mean.”
- Harvard Business Review



“Companies with more women 
were more likely to introduce 
radical new innovations into 
the market over a two-year 
period.”
- Harvard Business Review



38% of female 
engineers leave 

industry.



Women leave tech at 
45% higher rate than 

men



40% of tech leavers left 
due to unfair treatment



Workplace culture drives turnover, significantly 
affecting the retention of underrepresented 
groups, and costing the industry more than 

$16 billion a year



Empathy in

Code Reviews



Empathy in 
Open Source



Women have their pull 
requests accepted 
more than men…



Women have their pull 
requests accepted 
more than men…
Only when their gender isn’t 
identifiable



Empathy for 
Open Source Project 

Owners



Inclusion @ 
Meetups/ 

Conferences



”Beer and Pizza” Culture 





Confession:
I like pizza 



https://github.com/MarionDaly

https://github.com/MarionDaly


Representation 
Matters!





Being the “only”...



#AllMalePanels





Empathy in

Online Communities



Let’s talk about stack overflow...



Let’s talk about stack overflow...





 

The Destiny’s Child 
Rule.



The Destiny’s Child rule:



Empathy for 

The Majority in Tech.





How do we treat 
“non technical” people?



Technical:

“Relating to a particular subject, art, or 
craft, or its techniques.”



Developers don’t own 
“technical”.





Developers love an 
acronym.



SQL, API, DNS, CDN, 
CMS, DOM, WYSIWYG,  

JSON, REST...

...OMG, WTF



Technical/ non-technical divide isn’t good for anyone.



How do we treat 
users?





Diverse user groups 
need diverse teams.







Human bias leads to 
machine bias.



Empathy in

Accessibility



Disability affects 1 in 5 
people in UK.



25% of people with 
disabilities have never 

used the Internet



£212bn





Why talk about 
empathy?



How are developers treated?

How do we treat each other?

How do we treat “non technical” people?

How do we treat users?



What can we do?



Let’s be

Friendly



Let’s be

Friendly++



Thank you!
Now, let’s chat 
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Tak!
Now, let’s chat 
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